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Summary. The paper deals with the linear model with uncorrected observations. The 
dispersions of the values observed are linear-quadratic functions of the unknown parameters 
of the mean (measurements by devices of a given class of precision). Investigated are the 
locally best linear-quadratic unbiased estimators as improvements of locally best linear un-
biased estimators in the case that the design matrix has none, one or two linearly dependent 
rows. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Let us have the linear model (Y,X/3, E), where the vector of observations Yn>i 
has its mean value <^(Y) == X/3 (Xn>fc is a known design matrix and f3k,i G R
k is the 
vector of unknown parameters). The covariance matrix of the vector Y is 
/ (a-f6 |eiX/3|)2 0 ... 0 \ 
s . ^ s w - ^ ° (0+6|ei**l)2 :;• 
V 0 ... (a + 6|e'BX/J|)-1 
where a, 6 and a2 are known positive constants, ê  is the transpose of the i-th unit 
vector. We meet this model in the case of the linear model with uncorrelated mea-
surements which are performed by a measuring device whose dispersion characteristic 
is linear-quadratically dependent on the measured value (see [1], [5] etc.). 
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There exist some iterative algorithms for solving the problem of obtaining an 
estimate of a linear functional of the unknown parameter (3 in the above mentioned 
model (see e.g. [2], [3], [6] etc.) but the statistical properties of such estimators 
(except some asymptotical properties) are totally unknown. 
In the paper [7] the author investigated the /30-locally best linear unbiased esti­
mator (/3o-LBLUE) and the uniformly best linear unbiased estimator (UBLUE) of a 
linear functional f/3 of parameters /3 in model considered. 
In the paper [8] the reader can find necessary and sufficient conditions for exis­
tence of the /?o-locally best linear-quadratic unbiased estimators (/3o-LBLQUE) of 
the functionals a2(a + 6|eJX/3|)2, i = 1, 2, ..., n, in the above mentioned model if 
Y is normally distributed and R(X) (the rank of the matrix X) is n (^ k) or n — 1 
«k). 
In the present paper the /3n-LBLQUE of the linear functional f/3 of parameters /3 
is investigated in the cases R(X) = n -̂  A;, R(X) = n — 1 ^ k and R(X) = n — 2 -̂  k 
under the assumption that Y is normally distributed. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let us rearrange the rows of the matrix X to obtain the matrix 
x = ( : : M = ,
I « ( x ) , f l ( x ) \ X i - U ; " v E y 
Xi is a matrix of order R(X) x fc, X 2 = EXi , where E = X 2 X
/
1 ( X i , X i )
- 1 is of 
order (n - R(X)) x R(X). 
In the same way we rearrange the coordinates of Y and the rows of the matrix 
E(/3). We obtain the vector Y and its covariance matrix 
where 
E - f f - W f l . - , x - í
/ E l ( / J ) ° "i _ - a _ ( 0 - a ^ Q _ 2 ( / ? ) J , 





(a + Ď ^ X ^ I ) 2 
(a + 6 | e ' ň ( x ) X ^ | )
2 / 
аnd 
E 2 = 
/ ( a + 6|eìEX i ;ð|)
2 0 




(a + Ь Ҝ . д p q E X i / З D V 
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Further, we assume that Y is normally distributed. We have obtained the model 
(1.1) (Y,X/3,E). 





/|e',X/?| 0 . . . 0 \ 




ТгВ = 0, 
П 
Х ' ( В + аЧ2 ^ е . е . В е . е . ) х = О 
{ = 1 
(TrB is the trace of B i.e. £ eJBe,-.) 
t = i 
Lemma 1.1. The random variable a'Y + Y'AY is in model (1) the /30-LBLQUE 
of its mean value (in the class of linear-quadratic estimators) iff there exists a vector 




a = - ( A + A')Xß0 + (X') m(E(/30)) 
X'z 
V{D є 0 } Tr(D + D'){<72£(A,)(A + A')E(A>) 
+ 2XÄ»'X[(X')- { E ( A ) ) ] 'E(Ä ) )} = 0ł 
where (0^f)mf^(p0))
 J S a n arbitrary but fixed minimum E(/3n)-norm g-inverse of 
the matrix X', i.e. a matrix satisfying the relations X ' (X')~ ( E ( ^ o ) ) X' = X' and 
( ( X O - c E ^ X O ' E O f c ) = E(/3o)(X')- ( E (,o ) )X'>). 
P r o o f . See in [8], Theorem 1.3. • 
Lemma 1.2. The random variable a'Y + Y'AY ia an unbiased estimator of the 




f = X'a 
A € i 
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Proo f . The random variable a'Y + Y'AY is an unbiased estimator of f'/3 iff 
V{/J e R* } #/» (a'Y + Y'AY) = f'/3, 
i.e. iff 
V{/> € R* } a'X/J + 0'X'AX/3 + a2 Tr AS(/3) 
= a'X£ + P'X'AX/3 + (T2a2 Tr A 
/ |e iX /3 | 0 
+ 2af><r2TrA 
0 \e'2X/3\ 
V 0 ... 
+ <т2Ь2f>' :Ae i(e'.X/?)
2 = f'/3. 
І = l 
This is equivalent to the following three conditions: 
n 




i = l 
(1.10) V{/3 G Rfc} (X'a - f)' + 2a6c/2 ^e^Aei|e^X/3| = 0 
t = i 
and 
n 
(1.11) V{/3€R*} /3 /X /(A + (7262^e le;.Aeie
/
i)x/3 = 0. 
i = i 
Let us analyze the condition (1.10). We see that 
n 
V{/3 € R*} (X'a - f)'/3 + 2a6a2 £ ejAe.|e5X/J| = 0, 
but also 
І = l 
(X'o - f)'(-/9) + 2a6<r2 2 ejAe<|e;X0| = 0. 




X 'a - f = 0 
and also 
n 
(1.13) V{/3 G R*} ^Te^Ae^X/?! = 0. 
i= l 
Condition (1.11) is equivalent to 
n 
(1.14) X'(A + A' + 2a2b2^eie'iAeie'^X = 0. 
It is obvious that conditions (1.9), (1.12), (1.13) and (1.14) are necessary and suffi-
cient for a'Y + Y'AY to be an unbiased estimator of f'/?. 
Because of the equality 
B 4- IV 
Y'BY = Y ^ — Y , 
which is true for every nx n matrix B, we obtain that 
a'Y + Y'AY: TrA 
/\e'1X0\ 0 . . . 0 \ 
0 \e'2X0\ ... 0 
V 0 ... KX/J|1 
= 0 W{ß є Rfc}, 
TrA = 0, X' (A + A' + 2aЧ
2 J2 ЄІЄ;AЄІЄ;.)X = O, X'a = f i 
= ^b'Y + Y'DY: TrD 
/ |eiX/3| 0 ... 0 \ 
0 \e'2X0\ ... 0 
V 0 ... \e'nX(3\J 
= 0 V{/?ЄR*}, 
Tr D = 0, x ( D + a
2b2 j j e,-e5De<ej)x = O, X'b = f I 
i=l J 
= {b'Y + Y'DY: X'b = f, D € 0 } . 
(We note that here D need not be a symmetric matrix.) The lemma is proved. • 
An easy consequence of Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 1.2 is the next theorem. 
Theorem 1.3. The random variable a'Y+Y'AY is in model (1) the /30-LBLQUE 
of the linear functional F/3 of a parameter /3 if (1.5), (1.6), (1.7) and (1.8) axe satisfied. 
Proo f is easy and therefore omitted. D 
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For our further analysis we still need some other lemmas 
Lemma 1.4. If VnjTl is a positive definite matrix and Zn^ an arbitrary one then 
(i) AI(VZ) HKerZ' = {0} and 
(ii) R(VZ) + IJ(KerZ') = n, where p(C, | t) = {Cu: u G R*} and KerC = {w: 
w G R' and Cw = 0}. 
P r o o f , (i) a G / i ( V Z ) n K e r Z ' =» 3{£ G Rk} a = VZ£ and Z'a = 0 => 3{f G 
R*} a = VZf and Z'VZ£ = 0 => {£ G R*} a = VZ£ and Z'f = 0 =• a = 0. 
The reverse implication is trivial, 
(ii) We have 
R(Z) ^ R(VZ) ^ R(V~lVZ) = R(Z) 
and that is why i?(VZ) = R(Z). Now we easily obtain (ii). • 
Corollary 1.5. Let VnjTl be a positive definite matrix and Zn^ an arbitrary one. 
Then 
V{z G Rn}3{x G Rk} and 3{y ^ KerZ'}, 
so that 
VZx + y = z. 
P r o o f . This is an easy consequence of Lemma 1.4. D 
Lemma 1.6. For the linear functional f/? of a parameter 0 there exists the /30-
locally best linear unbiased estimator (/30-LBLUE) ifff G /x(X'). 
P r o o f . See Lemma 2.4 in [7]. • 
L e m m a 1.7. The /30-LBLUE off/3 (for f G M ( X ' ) , is f '[(X')- (E( /3o ) )] 'Y, where 
(X')~ (E(/3 u is an arbitrary but fixed minimum E(/30)-norm g-inverse of the matrix 
X'. The dispersion of the /30-LBLUE off/3 for /3 = /30 is a
2 f [(X')-(E(/3b))]'E(/3b) x 
(X')m(E(t30))
f a 2 2 d i S invaTiailt °fthe choice °f (X')~(E(/30))-
P r o o f . See [7], Lemma 2.4 and its proof. D 
Lemma 1.8. If X 'DX = O for aJJ D G ̂  then 
(1.15) {f: 3/3o-LBQLUE for ?$} = J I ( X ' ) . 
PYzrther, the dispersion of the /30-LBLQUE of f/3 is the same as the dispersion of the 
/?o-LBLUE of f/3 at 0 = fo. 
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P r o o f . According to Theorem 1.3 a'Y + Y'AY is the /30-LBLQUE of f'/? iff 
(1.5), (1.6), (1.7) and (1.8) hold. So we see that if X'DX = O for all D G 9 then 
for every z G Rn 
(1.16) z'X[(X')- ( E (^o ) )rY-VY'OY 
is the ArLBLQUE of f/2 = z'X/3. That is why (1.15) is true. Due to Lemma 1.7 
(1.16) is also the /?n-LBLQUE of f'/3 and the second assertion of the lemma is true. 
The lemma is proved. • 
2. R(X) =n^k 
Theorem 2.1. If in model (1.1) R(X) = n < k, then (1.15) is true and the 
dispersion of the /3n-LBLQUE off/3 is the same as the dispersion of the /30-LBLUE 
off/3 for/3 = /30. 
P r o o f . According to Lemma 2.1 in [8] D £ 9 in model (1.1) for R(X) = n ^k 
iff eJDei = 0 , i = l , 2 , . . . , n and X'9X = O. Now the proof is an easy consequence 
of Lemma 1.8. • 
3. R(X) = n-l^k 
3.1. Case E = -ye's. 
Theorem 3.1.1. If in model (1.1) E = 7e's, 7 7- 0, s G {1 ,2 , . . . , n - 1 } then (1.15) 
is true and the dispersion of the /3o-LBLQUE off'fi is the same as the dispersion of 
the /?o-LBLUE of f'P at/3 = (30. 
Proo f , (i) If |7| ^ 1 then, according to Lemma 3.1 in [8], D G 9 iff eJDe* = O, 
t = 1, 2, . . . , n and X'DX = O. 
(ii) If |7| = 1 then, according to Lemma 4.1 in [8], D G 9 iff e^De* = O, i £ {s, n}, 
e'sDes + e'nDen = O and X'DX = O. 
In both cases the proof is an easy consequence of Lemma 1.8. D 
t 
3.2. Case E = £ 7*e's., t ^ 2. 
i = i 
t 
Theorem 3.2.1. If in model (1.1) E = £7 ie ' s . , 7 i 7- 0, s{ G {1,2, . . . ,n - 1} for 
i = i 
i = 1, 2, . . . ,* ,* ^ 2 then (1.15) is true and the dispersion of the /30-LBLQUE of f/3 
is the same as the dispersion of the /Jn-LBLUE of f'/? at (3 = /?o-
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P r o o f . According to Lemma 5.1 in [8] in this case D € <2) iff e^De^ = O, i = 1, 
2, . . . , n and X'DX = O. 
The proof is again an easy consequence of Lemma 1.8. • 
4. R(X) = n-2^k 
4 .1 . Case E = Q®,a). Relying on the previous methods we can prove the following 
lemma: 
Lemma 4 .1.1. If in model (1.1) E = (]*•), s E {1,2, . . . ,n - 2} where 
(i) | 7 | = 1, |*| ?- 1, * # 0, 
( i i ) | 7 | # 1,7 # 0 , | * | = 1, 
(iii) | 7 | = |*| # 1, 7 # 0, * # 0 or 
(iv) |7| # 1, |*| 7- 1, 7 # *, 7 # 0, * 7- 0 then D e ^ iff 
ejDe t = O, z £ {s, n - 1}, 
e / -De. + e
/
n_1Den_i = 0 
and 
in the case (i), 
and 
in the case (ii), 
and 
in the case (iii), 
X'DX = O 
e'jDei = 0 , i $ {s,n}, 
e'sBes + e'nBen = O 
X'DX = O 
e^Dei = O, i $ {n — l ,n } , 
e'B_1Det._i + e;De„ = O 
X'DX = O 
(4.1.1) e j D e ^ O , i £ { s , n - l , n } , 
(4.1.2) e'sDes + M ^ l e n D e n = O, 
1 _ 171 
(4.1.3) eU ,De„_ i + p ^ e l D e » = O 
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and 
(4.1.4) X 'DX + <T2&2(|7 | - |<i|)(l - |ol)X'ese'sXe'nDen = O 
in the case (iv). 
Thus, we have also obtained the proof of the next theorem: 
Theo rem 4.1.2. If in model (1.1) E = (£ • ) , s e {1 ,2 , . . . ,n - 1} where 
(i) | 7 | = 1, |£| * 1, S^ 0, 
(ii) | 7 | * 1, 7 T* 1, 1*1 = 1, or 
(iii) |-y| = \S\ jL l , 7 -^ 0, 8 ^ 0 then (1.15) is true and the dispersion of the 
/30-LBLQUE off (3 is the same as the dispersion of the /30-LBLUE off'p for /3 = fa. 
The case with |7| ^ 1, |*| ^ 1, 7 7-: <5, 7 7-= 0, * ^ 0 is rather different and needs a 
deeper analysis. 
If we denote by ® the symbol for the Kronecker product (see e.g. [4], p. 11), and 
if 
veC A n , m = ( a n , (Z21, . . . , anl,ai2>a22> * * • >
an2j • • • )alm,fl2m, • • • ,Q>nrn) 
denotes the vector formed by columns of the matrix A, then using the formulas 
T r A B = (vecB') 'vecA 
and 
vec A B C = ( C <g> A) vecB 
we obtain that (4.1.1)-(4.1.4) are equivalent to 
(4.1.5) Y*vecD = 0 , 
where Y* is a (fc2 + n - 1) x n2 matrix of the form 
/ e ' S e i 
ү* = 
= s - l ^ e s - l 
<®< + ^(e'n®e'n) 
B в + 1 <ö> Є s + 1 
=n-l ^ c n - 2 
V (X' ® X')(I + a-6-(|7| - \6\){1 - \6\)(eae'n ® « . < ) ) ) 
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A consequence of Lemma 4.1.1, case (iv) is 
(4.1.6) D e ^ o Y , vecD = O <* vecD e Ker Y». 
Now let us analyze condition (1.6). We have 
V{D e 9} Tr(D + D ' ) { < T 2 E ( A , ) ( A + A')E(/30) 
+ 2Xi9o-'X[(X')-(E(/3o))]'E(/90)} = 0 
(4.1.7) <»3{<5e R*2 + n _ 1} 
(E(/?0) ® E(/?0)) vec(A + A') - 26
2(|7| - |«5|)(1 - \S\) 
x e;X/80e'sX[(X')-(E(/Jo))]'E(A))z(en ® e„) = Y ^ . 
According to Corollary 1.5 and (4.1.6) for every z e Rn there exist V G Rfc + n _ 1 
and C z e 9 such that 
(4.1.8) (E(/30) ® E(/?0)) vecCz - 26
2(|7| - \S\)(\ - \S\) 
x e'sX/?0e:X[(X')-(s(ft)))]'E(/Jo)z(en ® en) = Y ^ . 
If we denote by I* the n2 x n2 matrix for which the assertion 
V{An,n} vecA' = I*vecA 
is valid then (4.1.1)-(4.1.4) are equivalent to 
(4.1.9) Y J * v e c D = 0 . 
We have 
(4.1.10) D G ^ ^ Y J * vecD = O *> vec^ G Ker YJ* . 
According to (4.1.6) and (4.1.10) 
KerY* = K e r Y J * 
and that is why 
(4.1.11) /i(Y'„) = M((I*)'Y'») = M(I*Y'J. 
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Prom (4.1.8) we have that for every z € Rn there exist ip G Rfc2+n_1, C z 6 i? and 
tp G Rfc2+n_1 such that 
(4.1.12) I* (E(jflb) ® E(/3b)) vec C z - I*26
2(|7| - |*|)(1 - |<5|) 
x e:X/W sX[(X')- ( E ( / 3 o ) )]'E(&)z(en ® en) = I * Y > = Y'tV. 
That is why (by virtue of (4.1.8) and (4.1.12)) for every z € Rn there exist A z = 
S- e 9, \ip G Rfc2+"-x and \<p 6 11-'+"-- (i.e. 6=\(ip + <p)) such that 
(4.1.13) (2(A)) ® E(fl,)) vec(Az + A.) - 26
2(|7| - |*|)(1 - |<5|) 
x e:X/3oe:X[(X')-(E(/3o))]'E(/80)z(en ® en) 
= Y'^ + <p) = Y'J. 
We have obtained that V{z G Rn} 3{AZ G 0 } such that 
(4.1.14) V{D G 0 } Tr (D + D'){<r
2E(/80)(Az + A'2)E(A,) 
+ 2X^oz'X[(X')-(E(^))]'S(/3o)} = 0. 
Let us return to find the /3o-LBLQUE of f /3 in the investigated case |7| -̂ 1, 
\S\ 7- 1, 7 7-. 5, 7 # 0 and (5 ^ 0. According to Theorem 1.3 a'Y + Y'AY is the 
/VLBLQUE of f/3 iff (1.5), (1.6), (1.7) and (1.8) hold. We have proved that (1.6) 
is equivalent to (4.1.7) and that (4.1.14) is true. So 
(4.1.15) & = {f: 3/30-LBLQUE for ?$} 
= {X'a: a = - ( A + A')Xft + (X ' ) - ( E ( W ) X'« , 
A E f? satisfies (4.1.14), z G Rn}. 
Theorem 4.1.3. If in model (1.1) E = Q$) where 5 G {1 ,2 , . . . ,n - 2}, |7J # 1, 
|£| ^ 1, 7 .j£ 0, 7 ?M and J # 7 then & = /i(X'), i.e. (1.15) is true. Further, 
the dispersion of the /?o-LBLQUE of f/3 is not greater than the dispersion of the 
/3o-LBLUE of F/3 at 0 = fa. 
P r o o f . As (4.1.13) is true, from (4.1.4) we obtain 
n - 2 
(4.1.16) X'a = - X'(A + A')X/30 + X'z = ^ *iX'e< 
,= i 
+ [^262(l7l - |*|)(1 ~ |tf|)e'sXA>en(A + A')en 
+ zs + 7^n-i + 6zn]Xea. 
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If we denote by A e i the matrix corresponding to z = ei, i = 1,2,..., n, in (4.1.14) 
then 
^en-i + Kn^ = 7(A e a + A ; j , A e n + Ae_ = 6(Aea + A1J 
and 
n 
A + A , = ^ ^ ( A e i + A ; i . ) . 
. = 1 
Prom (4.1.16) we have 
n-2 
(4.1.17) X'a = ^ a ' e i 
г=l 
iфs 
n - 2 
+ a262(|7 | - |á|)(l - \6\)e'sXß0 £ « < ( * « + Ae.)e„X'es 
Ż = l 
iфs 
+ (1 + <72&2(|7| - |-|)(1 - |<5|KXAK(Ae, +A'Jen) 
x (z s + 72„-i + 6zn)Xes. 
As 
n-2 
/І(X' ) = { 2 ÍІX^ЄÍ : й € R , i = l ,2 , . . . ,n -2J , 
*- i= l J 
i* = ji(X') iff 
(4.1.18) 1 + cт262(|7| - | í |)(l - |ð|)e'sX/30eUAe, + A'eJen ф 0. 
If 
(4.1.19) 1 + a 2 6 2 ( |7 | - |í |)(l - | í |KXA,e f . (A в . + A l j e n = 0 
then 
2ò2(|7| - |*|)(i - | « I K X Ä Є : X [ ( X ' ) ; ; ( - ( Л ) ) ] ' 
x Ľ(ß0)ese'n(Ae, + A ; , ) Є П = -^e ' .X[(X' )- ( - ( Ä ł ) ) ] 'E(Ä,)e . 
and 
0 < [vec(Ae, + A : J ] ' ( S ( / З Q ) ® Җßo)) vec(Ae, + A'e,) 
= ~ésX[(X')m{Щßo))mßo)es<0 
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(because of the semidefiniteness of the matrix X ^ X ' ) " , - ^ N J ' E ( / ? 0 ) ) . SO A e a + 
A^a = O and this contradicts (4.1.19). That is why (4.1.18) is true and & = /i(X'). 
Let us now calculate the dispersion of the /30-LBLQUE of the functional f'/? (for 
f G /i(X')) at (3 = 0o- After a short computation we obtain 
(4.L20) DPo (a'Y + Y'AY) = a
2 ((A + A')X(30 + a')'E(/30)a. 
On the other hand, the dispersion of the /30-LBLUE of this functional (according to 
Lemma 1.6 and Lemma 1.7) at (3 = /30 is 
IWf'[(X')-(2(/3o))]'Y) 
= a2/3'0X'(A + A ' )X[(X')- ( E ( / 3 o ) ) ] 'S(^o)(X')- ( s ( ^ o ) ) X'(A + A')X/3„ 
- a20'oX'(A + A')S(/? 0 )(X')- ( E ( / 3 o ) ) X'z + a
2 ((A + A')X/30 + a)'S(A,)a. 
So we have after a straightforward simplification 
Dp. (f '[(X')- ( - ( ^ o ) ) ] 'Y) - Z^ 0 (a 'Y + Y'AY) 
= a2(3'X'(A + A')X[(X')- ( - W o ) ) ] 'E(/3 0 )(X')- ( - ( / 3 o ) ) X'(A + A')X/i0 
+ i<r4 Tr(A + A')E(/30)(A + A')E(/30) > 0. 
The theorem is proved. • 
How to obtain the /30-LBLQUE of f'/? for f G /x(X')? If 7 G /x(X') then 
n n—2 
f = X) a * X ' e * = _C a ' X ' e * + (a* + 7«n-i + <*an)X'es. 
' = - i = i 
Let A e i , A e 2 , . . . , A e n _ 2 be matrices satisfying (4.1.14) for z = ez-, i = 1, 2, . . . , 
n - 2. If 
Zi = ai i = 1 ,2, . . . ,5 - 1,5 + l , . . . , n - 2, 
( a s + 7 a n _ i + £ a n ) - < T
2 6 2 ( | 7 | - |*|)(1 - \6\)e'sX(30 E ^ "
2 ^ e n ( A e , + A ^ ) e n 
Z s = 1 + ^ 2 ( M " |*|)(1 " \6\)esX(30en(Ae9 + A i j e n * 
n-2 
then for the vector z = (21-Z2,.. .,£ n_2,0,0)
;, A = E 2;Ae. G _Ms a matrix 
z = l 
satisfying (4.L14). Further, 
X'[ - (A + A')X/30 + (X')-(2(/Jb))X'-J 
n-2 
= X aiX'e* + («« + 7a n _i(Ja n )X 'e s = f. 
ś = l 
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That is why 
( - (A + A')X/30 -F (X')- ( E ( / 3 o ) )X'z) 'Y + YAY 
is the /VLBLQUE of f'/?. 
The last question is how to obtain A e i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n - 2 in (4.1.14). The answer 
is given in the next lemma and remark. 
Lemma 4 .1.4. If we denote 
(S(/3o)0E(/3 o))(I-Y,-Y+) = A 
and 
AA' + Y ; Y* = B 
then B is a positive definite matrix and 
(4.1.21) vecC z = 26
2(|7 | - \6\)(1 - |<$ |KX/W sX[(X')- ( E W )] 'E(A>)z 
x (E- 1 ( /3o)OE- 1 (^ 0 ) )A(A 'B-
1 A)-A 'B- 1 (e n ®e n ) 
is a solution to (4.1.8) for z 6 R". 
P r o o f is an easy consequence of Lemma 5.3.3 in [4] and Complement 1, p. 118 
in [4]. 
R e m a r k 4.L5. If vecCz is given in (4.L21) then vec.4z = | vec(Cz + CZ) is a 
solution to (4.1.14) for z G Rn. (See (4.L8) and considerations below.) 
E x a m p l e 4.1.6. Let in model (1.1) the design matrix X be 
the coefficients being a = 1, b = 1 and a2 = 1. We want to estimate the linear 
functional /?i + 2/32 locally at /30 = ( ^ ) = (\) by the locally best linear and linear-
quadratic estimators and compare their dispersions. 
According to Remark 2.5 in [7] the /3Q-LBLUE is 
/ 0.053389 0.034866 0.025626 \ 
( 1 ' \0.106777 0.069732 0.051253/ 
= 0.266943Y1 + 0.174330Y2 + 0.128132Y3. 
Its dispersion is 4.271083. 
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The ArLBLQUE is 
0.264335^ + 0.206709*2 + 0A07409y3 
/ 0.002487 -0.000702 -0.000516 \ 
+ Y' ( -0.000702 -0.004974 0.000337 J Y 
\ -0.000516 -0.000337 0.002487 / 
and its dispersion is 4.207355. 
We see that the dispersion of the /?o-LBLQUE in the investigated case can be less 
than the dispersion of the /3o-LBLUE (at (3 = /3o). 
4.2. Case E = Q®f). As in Section 4.1 we give the basic results. Some of them are 
without proofs which are again based on the previous methods and considerations. 
L e m m a 4.2 .1 . If in model (1.1) E = ( ] J ) , 5 € {1,2 , . . . ,n - 2}, / e {1 ,2 , . . . , 
n — 2}, s 7-= /, where 
(i) | 7 | = 1, |£| ?- M 9- 0, 
(ii) | 7 | 7- 1, 7 ?- 0, |£| = 1, 
(iii) | 7 | = |*| = 1 or 
( i v ) | 7 l 9 - l , 7 7 - 0 , | * | - - l > « - - 0 
then D G 9 iff 
e^Dei = O, i $ {s,n-l}, 
e'sDes + e ^ D c - i = O 
and 
in the case (i), 
and 
in the case (ii), 
X 'DX = O 
e^Deť = 0 , ii{l,n}, 
e{De/ + e ^ D e n = O 
X 'DX = O 
ejDei = O, i £ {s,/ ,n - l , n } , 
e'5Des + e n _ 1 De n _i = 0 
e^'De, + e n D e n = O 
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ejDei = O, i £ {s, /, n — 1, n}, 
e'De, = - | í | e n D e n , 
e ^ i D e . . - ! = - — L | e n D e n 
and 
X'DX = O 






(4.2.5) X 'DX + <r262(l - |^|){|7|X'ese'5X - |<5|X'e.e'X}enDen = O 
in the case (iv). 
Theorem 4 .2 .2 . If in model (1.1) § = (]*?), s G { l , 2 , . . . , n - 2} , i e 
{1 ,2 , . . . , n - 2}, s ^ I where 
(i) | 7 | = 1, \6\ ? 1, * -4 0, 
(ii) | 7 | -- 1, 7 7- 0, |<5| = 1, or 
(iii) | 7 | = |*| = 1, 
then (1.15) is true and the dispersion of the /30-LBLQUE off'fi is the same as the 
dispersion of the/30-LBLUE off P at (3 = /30. 
The case with |7| 7- 1, |(5| 7- 1, 7 7- 0, J 7-- 0 is again different and needs a deeper 
analysis. 
As in Section 4.1 we obtain that conditions (4.2.1)-(4.2.5) are equivalent to 
(4.2.6) YJMtvecD = 0 , 




e ; ® e ' + | í | ( e n ®e n ) 
=n-2 W c n - 2 
(CiK-i + Я ҝ ю 
V (X' ® X'){I + <т262(l - |í|)[|7І(в. 'n ® e s e n ) - | í | (e,en ® e.e'n)]} ) 
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A consequence of Lemma 4.2.1, case (iv) is that 
D e 9 O Y „ vecD = O <* vecD e Ker Y**. 
Following the considerations in Section 4.1 below the relation (4.1.6) we obtain that 
V{D e 9} Tr(D + D'){<r2E(/30)(A + A')E(A>) 
+ 2X/30z'X[(X')-(E(/3o))]'E(^o)} = 0 
O 3{5 e Rk2+n~1} (E(/30) ® E(/J_)) vec(A + A') 
- 262(1 - |*|){|7|e'.X/J._'E(/%)(X')-(._(A|))X'e. 
- |«|e{XA>8'E(A>)(X')-(._(/8o))X'e,}(en <g> en) = Y'„6. 
We also obtain that V{z e Rn} 3{AZ e 9} such that 
(4.2.7) V { D e 0 } Tr(D + D'){a2E(A))(Az + Az)E(A>) 
+ 2X/WX[(X');n(E(ft))]'E(A))} = 0. 
Now let us find the ArLBLQUE of f/3 in the investigated case \-y\ -i 1, \6\ ̂  1, 
7 -t 0, (5 -i 0. According to Theorem 1.3 a'Y + Y'AY is the ArLBLQUE of f/3 iff 
(1.5), (1.6), (1.7) and (1.8) hold. We know that (4.2.7) is true. That is why 
(4.2.8) Sf = {f:-ArLBLQUE for fj?} 
= {X'a: a = - ( A + A')XA> + (X')- (E(A)))X'_, 
A e 9 satisfies (4.2.7), z e Rn}. 
Theorem 4.2.3. If in model (1.1) E = (]£•), s e {1,2,.. .,n - 2}, I G 
{1,2,... ,n -2}, s ? I, |7 | ? i. 7 ,_ 0, 6 -_ *1. <5 -4 0 then «f = M(X'), i.e. 
(1.15) is true. Further, the dispersion of the A>-LBLQUE of f/3 is not greater than 
the dispersion of the ArLBLUE off/3 at /? = /3_. 
Proof . From (4.2.5) we obtain 
(4.2.9) X ' a = - X ' ( A + A')XA) + X 'z= J_ _.x'e. 
i£{s,J.n—l.n} 
+ (_. + 72„-i + a
262(l - |<5|)|7|e'sXAjen(A + A')e„)X'e. 
+ (z, + <5zn - <r
262(l - |«|)|*|e.X/Jben(A + A')en)X'e ;. 
If we denote by Aei the matrix in (4.2.7) corresponding to z = e», i = l, 2, ..., n 
then 




A + A' = £z . (A e i +A e j ) . 
t = l 
Prom (4.9.2) we conclude 
(4.2.10) X'a = ^ **X'e* 
i£{s>l,n— l,n} 
+ {<r262(l - |*|)|7|e'sX/30 £ z.en(Aej + A e > n 
tg{fi,/,n-l,n} 
+ (l + <r262(l-|<5|)|7|e;X/3oen(Ae. + A e > n ) ( z . + 7^-1) 
+ <r262(l - |«5|)|7|e'.X^en(Ae, + Ae,)en(z. + <Szn)}x'e. 
+ { _ a2b2{l _ mS\e',X0o £ *.en(Aej + Ae; )en 
*£{«»J»n— l»n} 
+ ( - <r262(l - |*|)|t.|e{XflJen(A.. + A e > n ) ( z . +7*n-i) 
+ (1 - <r262(l - |<J|)|<5|eJX/?0en(Ae, + Ae,)en)(z. + 6zn)}x'et. 
In the investigated case 
n-2 
MX') = {^{ i X'e i : f i 6R,J = l ,2 , . . . ,n -2} . 
>=i 
By virtue of (4.2.10) it means that <S = \i{X!) iff 
[1 + <r262(l - |<$|)|7|e;X/?0en(Ae. + A e > n ] 
x [1 - <r262(l - |<S|)|<5|eJXA>e'n(Ae, + A e > „ ] 
+<r262(l - |<J|)|7KX^0en(Ae, + A ; ) 
x en<r
262(l - |«5|)|*|eJX^oe'n(Ae, + A e > n ^ 0, 
or, equivalently, iff 
(4.2.11) 1 + <r262(l - |<S|)|7|e;X/?oe'n(Ae. + A e > n 
- <r262(l - |<S|)|cS|eJX/?0en(Aei + A e > n ? 0. 
If we suppose that (4.2.11) is not true, in the analyzed cases 
(i) e'sX/?0 = eJX/?0 = 0 
(ii) e'sX/30 = 0, eJX/?o ? 0, 
(iii) e^XA, * 0, eJXA, = 0, 
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and 
(iv) esxA> # o, e ;xA, -- o 
we obtain a contradiction and so we prove the first part of the theorem. The second 
part of the theorem about dispersion of the /?o-LBLQUE can be proved again in the 
same way as in Theorem 4.1.3 and the proof is omitted. • 
How to obtain the /fo-LBLQUE of f'0 for f € /x(X') if \y\ -* 1, 7 --• 0, \S\ -* 1, 
<5^0? 
If f € M(X') then 
n n—2 
f = ^ aiX'e* = ^2 a - x ' e t + (a* + 7an_i)X'es + (a/ + <San)X'e/. 
*=i »=i 
**W} 
Let A e i , Ae2, ..., Aen_2 be the matrices satisfying (4.2.7) for z = et, i = 1, 2, ..., 
n - 2. If 
Zi = ai, i = 1,2, . . . , s - 1,5 + ! , . . . , / - 1,/ + l , . . . , n - 2, 
*. = {1 + cx262(l - |cS|)[|7|e'sXД,Єn(Ae. + A e > n 
- |í|eiXÄ,вn(A^ + ALJeJY- ll - <x
262(l - |<5|)|á|Є;X^oЄn(AЄ( + Ae,)en] 
x [a. + 7a»-i - <тЧ
2(l - |<5|)І7|Є'.XA) £
 aie«(Ae< + A e > „ ] 
ťg{s,/,n-l,n} 
- [<x262(l - |<5|)[|7|Є.XÄ,Єn(Ae, + A e > „ ] 
x [a, + <5a„ + <x262(l - |Í|)|<5|Є;XA, £ a iЄ„(AЄť + A e > n ] } 
»£{s,í,n—l,n} 
and 
*, = {1 + <x262(l - |cî|)[|7|e'вXA,en(Aв, + A e > n 
- |J |Є;XA.Є n(AЄ (+A'Э ()Є n]}-
1 
x {[1 + cx262(l - |<5|)|7|Є;XA,Єn(Ae, + A e > n ] 
x [a, + <5an + <x
262(l - |í|)|í|e{XÄ, £ aťen(AЄ i + A'Єi)en] 
ť£{s,/,n—l,n} 
+ [<x262(l - |«5|)|í|Є;XA,Єn(AЄa + A e > „ ] 
x [a. + 7a„_i - <x262(l - |J|)|7|e',XÄ, £ «.*»(
A-. + A é > n ] } 
ť£{s,ť,n—l,n} 
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n - 2 
then we can show that for the vector z = (zi, 2 2 , . . . , zn-2,0,0)', A = J] ZiAe. £ 2i 
i= i 
is a matrix satisfying (4.2.7) and X'[ - (A + A')X/30 + (X')" (E(A)) )X'z] = f. That is 
why 
( - (A + A')X/J0 + (X')- ( E ( A ) ) )X'z)'Y + Y'AY 
isthe/30-LBLQUEoff'/?. 
We only remark that one can solve (4.2.7) according to Lemma 4.L4 and Remark 
4.L5 with Y** instead of Y* and 
vecCz = 2b
2(l - |J|){|7|e;X/9oz'E(^0)(X')-(E(/3o))X'es 
-|(J|e/'X/3oz'E(^o)(X')-(E(^o))X'e/} 
x (E-1(^0)®S"
1(^o))A(A'B- 1A)-A'B- 1(en®en) 
instead of (4.L21). 
E x a m p l e 4.2.4. Let in model (1.1) the design matrix X be 
the coefficients being a = 1, b = 1 and a2 = 1. We want to estimate the linear 
functional /?i + 2.5/?2 locally at /?o = (Ĵ £)
 = (1) ky t n e l°cal-y best linear and 
linear-quadratic estimators and compare their dispersions. 
According to Remark 2.5 in [7] the /3n-LBLUE is 
< « 
300855 -0.857868 0.849558 -0.380711 \ 
433628 0.428934 -0.283186 0.190355 / 
= 0.216785^ + 0.214467Y2 + 0.141593y3 + 0.0951765F4. 
Its dispersion is 4.415351. 
The /?o-LBLQUE is 
0.215472^ + 0.270347F2 + 0.165375y3 + 0.092210r4 
( 0.005214 0.000000 -0.001303 0.000000 ^ 
0.000000 -0.003910 0.000000 -0.003910 
-0.001303 0.000000 -0.002607 0.000000 
V 0.000000 -0.003910 0.000000 0.001303 / 
+ v 
and its dispersion is 3.025641. 
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We see that the dispersion of the /3o-LBLQUE in the investigated case is essentially 
lower than the dispersion of the /?o-LBLUE (at 0 = /30). 
( Ľ ; - I « Л > 4.3. Case E = I t ). As in the previous sections we give the main \£ j = i* .X7 
results without proofs. 
Lemma 4.3.1. If in model (1.1) E = ( t
 7*? ) , s e {1 ,2 , . . . , n - 2}, 
\ E i = i * i % / 
lj 6 { 1 , 2 , . . . , n - 2 } , dj # 0 , j = 1, 2, . . . , *, t ^ 2, where 
(i) |7| = 1 or 
(ii) | 7 | ^ 1, 7 ^ 0 then D e 9 iff 
e'sDe; = 0 , t £ { s , n - 1 } , 
e ' 5 D e s - h e n _ 1 D e n _ 1 = 0 
aлd 
in the case (i), 
and 
in the case (ii). 
X'DX = O 
e',De< = 0 , ť = l ,2, . . . ,n 
X 'DX = O 
4.4. Casefc=(E*f 7" e i < V 
Lemma 4.4.1. If in model (1.1) E = ( ~ l j l 7 " < e * ; Y a € { l , 2 , . . . , n - 2}, 
7sť 5Ѓ 0, i = 1, 2, ..., í, í ^ 2, where 
(i) fc ?- 0, |fc| 7- 1 or 
(ii) |fc| = 1 then D Є 9 iff 
ЄJDЄІ = O, i = l ,2, . . . ,n 
and 
X D X = O 
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in the case (i) and 
ejDe i = 0 , i${s,n-l}, 
e'n_,Den_i + enDen = O 
and 
X'DX = O 
in the case (ii). 
= t£Li7 S i e ' \ 
VE;=IW" 
4.5. Case E 
Lemma 4.5.1. If in model (1.1) E = ( " i f 1 1 ' i B ' i ) , s. e {1,2,.. . ,n - 2}, 
\Ej=i6heitJ 
7.. Ž0,i = l,2,...,t,tž 2, lj e {1,2,...,n- 2}, 6,, -i 0, j = 1, 2, ..., u, u > 2, 
k £ 7».e',. ?- Ž Stjeft. for ail k £ R then 
t = l ' i = l ' 
t = l 
iff 
2ejBe ť |e;X/3| = 0 V{/3 6 R
fc} 
e^Be, = 0 i = 1,2,... ,n. 
P r o o f. Let us denote 
яł = {5i,52,...,5t} C { l ,2, . . . ,n-2}, 
^ = { / i , í 2 , . . . , i u } c { l , 2 , . . . , n - 2 } . 
We have 
n 
(4.5.1)2Є^BЄІKX/ÎІ = 0 V{/J Є Rfe} 
t = l 
*> ] Г ЄJBЄІ|UІ| + Y^ Є^BЄІІUІІ 
ѓ€{{l,2,... ,n-2}={ .í^U^}} ІЄ{s/-Я} 
t 
+ 5Z Є^BЄi|Ui|+ ^ ЄiBЄilUil+Є^BЄn-l 5^7вťwв.| 
iЄ{s*-&} iЄ{я/Г\Я} i = l 
u 
+ e nBe„| J^fyu^ 1=0 V{u = (uuu2ì... ,un_2) ' Є R
n " 2 } . 
i = i 
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(i) Let there be two (say si and s2) or more indices in srf — 8&. 
Because of u ^ 2, there are also two (say l\ and Z2) or more other indices belonging 
to SB. For {u G Rn~2 : u{ = 0 for i 7- sx} we have from (4.5.1) that 
(4.5.2) e'SlBeSl + e n _ 1 B e n _ i | 7 . J = 0, 
and for {u G Rn~2: u» = 0 for i ^ s2} again 
(4.5.3) eS2BeS2 + e ' ^ B e ^ ^ J = 0. 
So for {u G Rn~2 : u» = 0 for i ^ {51,s2}} we have the relation 
(4.5.4) e'SlBe sJu sJ +e'S2BeS2 |uS2 | + e n _ 1 Be n _j7 S l u S l +7s 2 u s J = 0 
V{uSi GR f = l ,2} . 
Substituting (4.5.2) and (4.5.3) into (4.5.4) we have 
e ' ^ j B e n - J - ^ ^ U s J - |7s2usJ + |7*iUSl +752uS2|] = 0 V{uSi G R i = 1,2}, 
which is satisfied iff 
(4.5.5) e ' ^ B e ^ = 0. 
Now taking into account (4.5.5), for {u G Rn~2: Ui = 0 for i 7- li} we obtain from 
(4.5.1) that 
(4.5.6) e ^ B e , ^ e'nBen | (y = 0 
and similarly 
(4.5.7) e{2Be,2+e'nBen | (5 / 2 |=0. 
For {u G Rn"2: u{ = 0 for i 7- {/i,/2}} we obtain from (4.5.1) 
(4.5.8) e^Be/Ju/J + e ^ B e ^ l u ^ l + e ^ B e , , ! ^ ^ +6huh\ = 0 V{uz< G R t = 1,2}. 
Substituting (4.5.6) and (4.5.7) into (4.5.8) we have the condition 
(4.5.9) e n Be n = 0. 
Considering (4.5.5) and (4.5.9) we easily obtain from (4.5.1) that also e^Bei = 0 for 
i = 1, 2, . . . , n - 2 . 
In the cases 
(ii) there is only one index (say si) in &/ — & and 
(iii) £/ — 38 = 0 we continue similarly and also obtain e'̂ Bei = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , 
n. The lemma is proved. • 
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Lemma 4 .5 .2 . If in model (1.1) E = ( S t = 1 T ^ f ' Y »i e { l , 2 , . . . , n - 2}, 
V L j . - i M . , - / 
78j # 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , *, t > 2, lj 6 {1,2 , . . . ,n - 2}, <5.. -4 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , «, u ^ 2, 
* £ 7.1*1, 9- £ fye.. for aii fc € R then D € 9 iff 
i = l ' J = l 3 
e<De{ = 0, i = l , 2 , . . . , n 
and 
X 'DX = O. 
P r o o f follows from (1.2)-(1.4) and Lemma 4.5.1 is omitted. 
A consequence of the considerations in Sections 4.3,4.4 and 4.5 is the next theorem: 
Theorem 4 .5 .3 . If in model (1.1) 
(i)E=(Ves Y 
i= i 
a € { l , 2 , . . . , r . - 2 } , / i € { l , 2 , . . . , r . - 2 } , * i - S 0 > i = l , 2 , . . . , * , * ^ 2 , 7 ? - 0 o r 
(ii)E=f -2f7"ei' Y 
s G { 1 , 2 , . . . , n - 2}, 7 s j -4 0, i = 1 ,2, . . . , t, t> 2, k -i 0 or <ii i ,E=(i%t)' 
5 i <E { l , 2 , . . . , n - 2 } , 7 a i # 0 , t = l, 2, ...,t,t>2,l5 € {1,2 , . . . ,n - 2}, fy ^ 0, 
t u 
j = 1, 2, ..., u, u ^ 2, k^2 7sieLi 7̂  Z) ^ / j e ! -c°r ai-1 & € R then (1.15) is true 
i = l * 3=1 ' 
and the dispersion of the /?o-LBLQUE of f/3 is the same as the dispersion of the 
Po-LBUJE of f'P at 0 = fa. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have investigated the /3o-LBLQUE of a linear functional of a parameter /3 
in model (1.1) in all possible situations with none, one or two additional linear 
dependent measurements, i.e. if 
(i) R(X) =n^k, 
t 
(ii) R(X) =n-l^k and E = ye'a, 7 7- 0, s € {1,2, . . . ,n - 1} or E = £ 7 t
e ' 5 i , 
i= i 
7t 7-0, Si e {1,2, . . . , n - l } for i = 1, 2, . . . , t, t ^ 2 or 
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(iii) R(X) = n - 2 ^ f c a n d E = ( £ ; ) , s G {1 ,2 , . . . ,n - 2}, | 7 | # 0, J # 0, 
o r E = ( £ • ) , s G { l , 2 , . . . , n - 2 } , l G {1 ,2 , . . . ,n - 2}, s # /, | 7 | # 0, (5 # 0, or 
E = f_ t 7 G ; / Y«e{l ,2 , . . . ,n -2} ,ZG{l ,2 , . . . ,n -2} , (J i^0 , i = l,2,...,t, 
\Ei=i*-i«V 
* ^ 2 , 7 # 0 , o r E = ( . ^ f 7 ^ ; ) , 5 G { l , 2 , . . , n - 2 } , 7 s i . # 0 , 1 = 1,2,...,*, 
* ^ 2 , A; 7-0, o rE= f^T 1 x '^ 'Y 5 € { 1 , 2 , . . . , n - 2} , 7*< # 0, j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,* , 
t u 
t ^ 2, /,• G { l , 2 , . . . , n - 2 } , 5h # 0, j = 1,2,... ,u, u ^ 2 , ^ 7 , ^ ?- £ fye! 
t = i i = i 
for all keR. 
It was shown that only in two cases with special replicated observations: (a) E = 
( £ ; ) , s G {1 ,2 , . . . , n - 2}, | 7 | # 1, |<J| # 1, 7 # M # 7 and 
(b) £ ( ] < ) , s G { 1 , 2 , . . . , n - 2 } ^ ^ 
£ 7- 0 the /Jo-LBLQUE of f/3 may have lower dispersion that the /30-LBLUE of f/3 
at /3 = /Jo. The class of linear functionals having /?0-LBLQUE is in all investigated 
cases the same as the class of linear functionals having /J0-LBLUE (Theorem 4.1.3 
and Theorem 4.2.3). In the paper the problem of obtaining the /30-LBLQUE of the 
linear functional of a parameter /3 is also solved. 
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